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METHODS AND SYSTEMS FOR 
PRESENTATION OF MEDIA OBTAINED 

FROM A MEDIA STREAM 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

This invention generally relates to a data signal transmis 
sion technology. 

BACKGROUND 

Introduction 

Digital media streaming technology can alloW a user to see 
and/ or hear digital media received from a remote location 
such as media sending unit. A user at a client or receiving unit 
may select a ?le for vieWing. A user may alternatively select 
data from a real time encoder for vieWing. Media or data from 
the selected ?le/ encoder can be sent as a media stream to the 
receiving unit Where it is played or otherWise presented for 
the user. Selecting a ?le can include various scenarios. For 
example, a user may click on a movie trailer at a Web-site or 

change channels When Watching TV through an intemet pro 
vider. Since this media often includes data to create both 
audio and visual sensations it may be referred to as “multi 
media” data or content. 

Due to the amount of data required to accurately represent 
such multimedia, it may be compressed and encoded at an 
encoder before being sent to the client unit. To reproduce the 
original media for presentation, the media is typically decom 
pressed and decoded before it is presented. Both the encoder 
and the decoder may utiliZe buffers to compensate for any 
variability in the bit rate of the content. This process is some 
times analogiZed to a leaky bucket model, Where the encoder 
is encoding according to a leaky bucket and the client unit has 
a similarly siZed bucket to avoid under?oW. This comes about 
because the bit rate of the content may be someWhat variable, 
and the bucket siZe is basically a measure of the maximum 
variability of the bit rate. 

Transmission of Media Streams 
For practical purposes, media streams carrying audio and/ 

or video from a media-stream encoder are typically not con 

tinuous, but are instead broken into multiple packets for trans 
mission. In some formats such packets comprise one or more 
intra frames or I frames sometimes referred to as key frames. 
An I frame is encoded as a single image, With no reference to 
past or future frames. 

When a receiving unit runs out of data to decode (or 
present), it is called “under?oW.” Under?oW occurs When the 
receiving unit is ready to decode (or present) the next frame, 
but the receiving unit has not yet received (or decoded) all of 
the data of that frame. 

The practical and noticeable manifestation of an under?oW 
is a temporal interruption (i.e., “hiccup” or “stutter”) in the 
motion video presentation rather than the desired effect, 
Which is a smoothly playing motion video. For example, 
instead of shoWing a motion video at a ?xed frequency (e.g., 
15 frames per second), a receiving unit experiencing under 
?oW Would shoW a frame of the video stream folloWed by a 
noticeable delay before the next or a later frame Would dis 
play. This may continue for several seconds or minutes. 

The conditions for an under?oW are particularly ripe When 
a neW ?le or encoded content is selected, i.e. changing chan 
nels. If the receiving unit immediately presents frames as 
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2 
soon as it receives and decodes the incoming media stream of 
the neW channel, an under?oW condition is likely to arise. 

Instead, it is common for presentation of the multimedia 
data to be delayed for a time period su?icient to ?ll the client 
side buffer. As the multimedia data is decoded and presented, 
the receiving unit empties the data stored in its buffer. HoW 
ever, While the receiving unit is presenting decoded data, 
more encoded data is doWnloaded to re-?ll the buffer. As long 
as the data is doWnloaded at least as fast as it is being played 
back in such a Way that the buffer is never completely empty, 
the ?le should play smoothly. 
The conventional techniques, described above, that are 

designed to prevent under?oW, can produce an annoying 
delay betWeen a user selection and actual presentation of the 
selection to the user. 

SUMMARY 

Various implementations described herein provide meth 
ods and systems for presenting media obtained from a media 
stream. At least one implementation, described herein, mea 
sures a rate (measured rate) at Which a multimedia stream is 
received at a doWnstream component con?gured to present 
the multimedia to a user; and, ascertains a duration (measured 
duration) of time to buffer the received multimedia before 
presentation thereof, at least in part utiliZing the measured 
rate. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The same numbers are used throughout the draWings to 
reference like elements and features. 

FIG. 1 represents a schematic diagram illustrating an 
exemplary media-stream netWork topology capable of 
(Wholly or partially) implementing at least one embodiment 
described herein. 

FIG. 1A represents a schematic diagram illustrating an 
exemplary media-stream netWork topology capable of 
(Wholly or partially) implementing at least one embodiment 
described herein. 

FIG. 2 represents a How diagram illustrating a method 
ological implementation described herein. 

FIG. 3 represents a How diagram illustrating a method 
ological implementation described herein. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

OvervieW 

The folloWing systems and methods reduce buffering delay 
While mitigating stuttering of a multimedia presentation. 
Some implementations may reduce buffering delay While 
altogether avoiding stuttering of the presentation. A sending 
unit streams media from a selected ?le or live encoded session 
to a client unit (hereinafter the term “source” is utiliZed to 
refer to either a ?le or a session or equivalents). The term 
“streaming rate” is used to identify the rate at Which the media 
is streamed from the sending unit to the client unit. Upon 
receipt, the client unit can immediately or subsequently 
present the streamed media to a client or user. A rate at Which 
the data is utiliZed for the presentation is knoWn as the pre 
sentation rate. The average presentation rate may be approxi 
mately equal to the average streaming rate; hoWever, at 
instantaneous points in time, the streaming rate and the pre 
sentation rate may be different. 

Prior to streaming the media, the sending unit sends advi 
sory data relating to the media to the client unit. The advisory 
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data is described in more detail below and can comprise 
various components such an acceleration rate at Which the 
sending unit Will stream the media, an acceleration interval, 
various buffer values, a start-up pro?le, and/ or a recom 
mended or estimated buffer duration, among others. The 
acceleration rate is the streaming rate at Which the sending 
unit Will attempt to send data, expressed relative to the pre 
sentation rate, or it could be expressed as an absolute value in 
terms of bits per second or bytes per second. The sending unit 
may start streaming at an acceleration rate, such as tWo times 
(2x) the presentation rate, for a duration of time knoWn as the 
acceleration interval. Typical acceleration rates could be in 
the range of l .0><, 1.2x, 1.5x, 2.0x, and 3.0x, though these are 
simply examples and any other value can occur depending on 
the characteristics of the sending unit and the intervening 
netWork betWeen the sending unit and the client unit. 

The client unit can buffer data in order to have suf?cient 
data to avoid an under?oW condition during the presentation. 
The client unit can add data to the buffer in at least tWo Ways. 
First, the client unit can buffer initially before beginning 
presentation of the multimedia. In such an instance all of the 
received data is buffered. HoWever, such buffering results in 
start-up delay Where start-up delay is the period betWeen, for 
example, a user pressing play and actually seeing or hearing 
the multimedia presentation. Second, the client unit can also 
buffer during the acceleration interval While presenting the 
media since the client unit may be receiving data at a greater 
rate than it is presenting the data. In one example of the later 
instance, a presentation rate may be at l megabit per second 
(Mbps). The sending unit may stream the media during the 
acceleration interval at 2x or 2 Mbps. The client unit can 
buffer this excess data for the duration of the acceleration 
interval While simultaneously utiliZing data for the presenta 
tion. 

The advisory data can, in some implementations, comprise 
a start-up pro?le(s). Generally, the start-up pro?le can relate 
to the amount of buffer required or recommended at one or 
more points in the presentation to avoid under?oW. The send 
ing unit can compile an estimated start-up pro?le before 
sending the media stream. In various implementations an 
estimated or ?rst start-up time is calculated Which satis?es the 
start-up pro?le at an estimated acceleration rate. The start-up 
time is a measure of the amount of buffer that the client should 
accumulate from When the client unit begins to receive the 
media stream until beginning to present the media. This 
amount of buffer can be measured either in units of bits, or in 
units of time, Where units of time are simply the bit values 
divided by the average bit rate. 
Once the client unit begins to receive the media stream the 

start-up time can be veri?ed, or recalculated. Some imple 
mentations can recalculate the start-up time or buffer duration 
utiliZing a measured acceleration rate at Which the client unit 
is receiving the media stream. Utilizing the start-up pro?le, 
along With the actual measure of the amount of data buffered 
during the acceleration interval, can alloW a more accurate 
second or measured start-up duration to be calculated. Other 
implementations may simply utiliZe the measured accelera 
tion rate to verify the accuracy of the estimated start-up dura 
tion before beginning to present the multimedia. 

In some implementations, the method can compare the 
measured acceleration rate to the earlier estimated accelera 
tion rate and act accordingly. If the comparison shoWs that the 
measured acceleration rate is sloWer than the estimated accel 
eration rate then the method can recalculate the buffer time 
and buffer longer. If the data is received at a rate Which 
exceeds the estimated rate then the method may be able to 
shorten the buffer time. The amount of pre-start-up buffering 
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4 
calculated in this Way may be substantially reduced compared 
to existing technologies. This recalculation of the startup 
pro?le can occur at any point after the client begins to receive 
data. For example it could occur at regular time intervals of 
say 100 ms or it could occur at ?xed fractions of the initial 
estimated startup timeifor example at 50% of the initial 
calculated buffer time. 
The client unit is the device closest to presentation of the 

?le to the user, or stated another Way, the client unit is the 
device farthest doWnstream. Various delays, bottlenecks and/ 
or other intervening conditions along the media path result in 
the client unit being in a better position to make the start-up 
calculations than upstream components. 
Among other advantages, alloWing the client unit to deter 

mine hoW long to buffer data prior to start-up can reduce 
inaccuracies in the buffer time Which might otherWise result 
from intervening events. For example, an upstream sending 
unit may calculate a buffer duration for an estimated trans 
mission rate that it intends to stream the media to the client 
unit. The client unit may in fact receive the media stream at a 
different, e. g. higher or loWer rate. As such a calculation made 
by the client unit can be more accurate than one made at the 
sending unit. The client unit can have the mo st accurate vieW 
of the rate at Which it is receiving data and can mo st accurately 
calculate the amount of time it should buffer in order to avoid 
under?oWing. 

Exemplary Implementations 

The folloWing description sets forth one or more exem 
plary implementations of methods and systems for presenta 
tion of media obtained from a media stream that incorporate 
elements recited in the appended claims. These implementa 
tions are described With speci?city in order to meet statutory 
Written description, enablement, and best-mode require 
ments. HoWever, the description itself is not intended to limit 
the scope of this patent. 

Media-Stream Network Topology 
FIGS. 1 and 1A illustrate high level representations of 

exemplary media-stream netWork topology 100 in Which the 
techniques, systems, and other aspects described herein may 
be implemented (partially or Wholly). 
The exemplary topology 100 includes one or more media 

stream sending units 110 such as a server, Which is commu 
nicatively coupled to a receiving or client unit 120 via a 
transmission means 130. Receiving unit 120 can comprise, 
among others, a personal computer (PC), cell-phone or set 
top box. In this embodiment, receiving unit 120 further com 
prises a display or presentation device 140 Which comprises a 
display screen and one or more speakers. The functionality of 
the sending unit can be achieved by a single component or 
multiple components, similarly the functionality of the client 
unit can be achieved by a single component or multiple com 
ponents. 

Sending unit 110 can store sources such as ?les for trans 
mission to receiving unit 120 and/or can access the sources 
via netWork 150. In various embodiments, netWork 150 may 
be a limited access netWork or can comprise the intemet, 
among other con?gurations. NetWork 150 may be coupled to 
an encoder 160 for encoding and compressing multimedia 
data or content Which is accessed by sending unit 110. Alter 
natively, sending unit 110 can encode the media prior to 
streaming it over transmission means 130 to client unit 120 
Which can decode the media prior to presentation. 

Topology 100 can alloW a user engaging client unit 120 to 
select a source, such as a ?le, for presentation. Client unit 120 
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can request that sending unit 1 1 0 stream media from the ?le to 
the client unit. Transmission means 130 can comprise any 
suitable transmission means such as Ethernet, broadband, 
dial-up and Wireless. Client unit 120 can present the media to 
the user via presentation device 140. Although client unit 120 
and presentation device 140 are described here as distinct 
components, other implementations may integrate their func 
tions into a single unit. 

First Exemplary Method and Implementation 

FIG. 2 represents a How diagram of acts in accordance With 
one method for presentation of media obtained from a media 
stream. 

Act 202 requests to receive a multimedia stream. Such a 
request can be initiated by a user as a selection on a client unit. 

For example, the user may click on content in a Web-broWser, 
or may sWitch channels While Watching TV over an internet 
provider. The request may simply be to stream a selected 
source such as a ?le or may be more speci?c. For example, the 
request may be to stream content corresponding to 10 seconds 
of presentation time starting at 20 seconds into the selected 
?le. The request can cause the ?le corresponding to the play 
request to be accessed, such as by the sending unit. 

At least in part by accessing the source, advisory data 
associated With presentation of the source’s data can be 
obtained. Advisory data can comprise information stored in a 
header of the ?le by a program Which originally created the 
?le. This program examines the ?le to determine a maximum 
or recommended amount of buffer for any point in the ?le. 
The buffer data can be Written into a ?le header Where it can 
be accessed by the sending unit. 

The sending unit may simply gather the advisory data and 
send it to the client unit. In other implementations the sending 
unit may process various components of the advisory data, 
such as the buffer data, prior to sending it to the client unit. In 
some examples, the sending unit calculates one or more esti 
mated start-up pro?les Which it sends to the client unit. The 
start-up pro?le can relate to the amount of data Which the 
client unit should acquire at various points in the presentation. 
For example, the start-up pro?le can comprise a set of values 
indicating the maximum amount of under?oW, the time at 
Which the under?oW occurs, and the acceleration rate used to 
calculate the under?oW. In some implementations described 
beloW, data relating to multiple acceleration rates can be 
contained in a single start-up pro?le. Other implementations 
may generate separate start-up pro?les for individual accel 
eration rates. 

In one implementation, the start-up pro?le is calculated by 
adding the packet siZes at each presentation time to determine 
presentation requirements at various times during presenta 
tion of the ?le. Based upon various speci?c acceleration rates, 
the method can calculate an estimate of hoW much data the 
client should have received due to accelerated streaming at 
each presentation time. The method can provide an estimated 
buffer duration prior to beginning the presentation in order to 
avoid under?oWing the client buffers (running out of data). 

The start-up pro?le can comprise various forms. In but one 
example, the start-up pro?le comprises a data array. Array 
elements can be in relation to speci?c acceleration rates. For 
example, for each acceleration rate the array comprises an 
under?oW byte value and the time at Which this under?oW 
occurs. 

In some implementations, the start-up pro?le relates to tWo 
buffering conditions for a given acceleration rate. The ?rst 
buffering condition can relate to a recommended or estimated 
buffer siZe prior to starting presentation of the ?le. The second 
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6 
buffering condition can relate to a recommended buffer siZe at 
the end of the acceleration interval. These tWo conditions Will 
be described in more detail beloW. 

The ?rst buffer condition can be utiliZed to calculate hoW 
long the client unit should buffer initially so that by each 
under?oW time it has at least an adequate number of bytes to 
reduce and/or avoid stuttering. The second buffer condition 
relates to calculating a Worst case buffer scenario to ensure 
that When the client unit ?nishes the acceleration period that 
it has a su?icient amount of buffer for any point in the pre 
sentation. This Worst case buffer scenario can be the header 
value that Was Written by the encoding process that indicates 
the recommended amount of buffer that the client should have 
to avoid under?oWing for the Worst case or most “action” 
portion of the content. This second calculation is based on the 
premise that the client unit should only rely on increasing its 
buffer amount during the acceleration interval. In some 
implementations, the sending device sends, in the advisory 
data, the header values relating to the recommended amount 
of buffer. In other implementations, the sending device, as 
part of the advisory data may expressly provide a recom 
mended full buffer value for the client device to achieve by the 
end of the acceleration interval. 

In such an implementation, the method determines an 
amount of buffered data su?icient for the entire presentation 
Which the client unit should achieve prior to leaving the 
acceleration interval. NeW data is of course added to the 
buffer during the presentation as the client unit continues to 
receive streaming media, but the neW data is added at a rate 
Which is closer to the rate that data is decoded for presenta 
tion. As such the total buffer siZe should not be depended 
upon to increase signi?cantly. This implementation of the 
method calculates a buffer duration before presentation to 
satisfy both of these tWo buffer values at the estimated accel 
eration rate that the sending unit intends to stream the media. 

In still another implementation, the sending unit may per 
form the buffer calculation, and simply pass the client unit a 
single value for the amount of time that the client unit should 
buffer. Alternatively, the sending unit can pass an array of 
buffer times to the client unit, for different acceleration rates, 
and the client unit can simply pick the time closest its oWn 
measured acceleration rate, or interpolate a more accurate 
value. The skilled artisan should recogniZe that these are but 
examples of Which components execute the algorithm(s). For 
example, in some implementations more or all of the calcu 
lations may be executed by the sending unit. In still other 
implementations, more or all of the calculations may be 
executed by the client unit. 

Exemplary Sending Unit Algorithm 

This section describes a more detailed example of an exem 
plary algorithm utiliZed by the sending unit in one implemen 
tation. This algorithm is con?gured to function With various 
client requests. In one such example, the client requests to 
join an already running broadcast publishing point such as a 
TV program. In another such example, the client requests to 
play a ?le from an on-demand publishing point that might be 
referenced on a Web-site. 

For the broadcast publishing point example, the method 
?nds the I frame that Will be the starting point of the media it 
streams to the client unit. The algorithm beloW operates on 
that set of data Which Will be sent to the client unit, namely 
from that I frame onWard. In the on-demand example, the 
calculation simply starts at the ?rst packet in the presentation. 
Alternatively, the user can seek to any point in the ?le. In that 
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case the method ?nds an I frame close to that seek point and 
begins sending data from that point. The calculation begins 
from that I frame. 

In the case of real time encoded content, there is no actual 
?le that is streamed to the client unit. However, the sending 
unit may buffer some amount of the real time content, and 
send data from that buffer to the client unit. That buffer is 
logically equivalent to a ?le in many Ways for the purposes of 
startup pro?le. That buffer could be arranged in a circular 
manner Where as neW data is added on, old data is deleted 
from the end. In order to provide acceleration from the send 
ing unit to the client unit for real time encoded content, the 
sending unit simply sends part of this buffered amount more 
quickly than the actual playback rate to the client. 

In this particular implementation, the sending unit gener 
ally performs a pro?ling process that is used to ?nd peaks in 
client unit buffer requirements over a particular period of the 
media stream. This particular implementation calculates the 
data for each presentation time, by summing the previous 
packet siZes. The data for any particular presentation time is 
the sum of all packets With lesser presentation times. This 
value is a measure of the amount of data that the client unit 
should have, in order to avoid under-?owing. 
The implementation further calculates the average bit rate 

of the stream by taking the number of bytes sent to the client 
unit up to that point, i.e. presentation time, and dividing it by 
the difference in send time. This value is the local actual 
average bit rate, and it could be different from the average bit 
rate value stored in the ?le header, over portions of the stream. 
This particular implementation utiliZes this value rather than 
the average value from the ?le header because it may be more 
accurate over the portion of the ?le Which is being examined. 

The implementation calculates an amount of streamed data 
Which Will be sent to the client unit at each of the same 
presentation time values, using the above calculated average. 
The method can do this calculation for several acceleration 
rates. 

The implementation can calculate the estimated excess 
amount of client buffer at each interval by subtracting the 
second number from the ?rst (needed data-streamed data), 
for each acceleration rate. As long as this number is negative, 
the client Will be streamed more data than it needs and it Will 
not under?oW. HoWever if this value is positive at any point in 
the presentation then an under?oW condition Will exist at the 
client unit. 

The method also keeps track of the largest under?oW value 
of the client buffer and the presentation time at Which the 
largest under?oW occurs for each acceleration rate. The point 
in the presentation time Where the client Will have the greatest 
buffer requirements may change as the acceleration rate 
changes. In such circumstances the method calculates the 
under?oW values at several acceleration rates. 

This Will produce one under?oW value, such as an amount 
of data, and presentation time of that under?oW value for each 
acceleration rate. The under?oW value Will often be different 
for each acceleration rate, because the rate at Which data is 
delivered to the client Will be different due to the differing 
acceleration rates. HoWever, the presentation time value for 
each under?oW could be the same for several acceleration 
rates, or it could be different. Depending on the shape of the 
estimated data delivery versus time curve different accelera 
tion rates could yield under?oWs at different times. 

This implementation then can send the client unit these 
calculated under?oW buffer values and the times at Which 
they occur, the acceleration rate used to calculate them and 
the average bit rate to that point in the presentation. In some 
instances the advisory data compiled above can be sent to the 
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client unit as the start-up pro?le for the client unit, Where the 
start-up pro?le contains an estimated buffer duration as cal 
culated by the sending unit. For example, the sending unit 
may send the amount of buffer utiliZed for each of one or more 
acceleration rates, one of Which may be the estimated accel 
eration rate at Which the sending unit intends to stream the 
data. Based at least in part upon this buffer data, the client unit 
can subsequently interpolate or otherWise calculate the best 
value to use knoWing more accurately What its acceleration 
rate is as Will be described in more detail beloW. Other imple 
mentations may have even more of the calculations done by 
the sending unit. For example, the sending unit could monitor 
the amount of data that it has sent to the client unit and then 
send a signal to the client to exit buffering and begin presen 
tation. 
One example of such a start-up pro?le is provided beloW. 
X-StartupPro?le: 
Rate:10, 12, 15, 20, 30; MaxBytes:123424, 113482, 

103245, 94030, 85125; Time:520, 280, 160, 120, 40; 
StartTime:5500; LastTime:1640; MaxDiffTime:0; 
MaxDiffSndTime:0; ByteRate:13 5626, 126514, 
119730, 116204, 106546 

Act 204 receives advisory data relating to the multimedia 
stream. As described above, the advisory data can relate to the 
start-up pro?le at one or more acceleration rates Which can be 
employed by the sending unit and supported by the interven 
ing netWork or transmission means since the netWork itself 
may be the limiting factor in the achievable bit rate betWeen 
the sending unit and the client unit. 
BeloW is but one example of a header utiliZed by the send 

ing unit and client unit to convey Which features are supported 
by the respective devices. In this particular example the send 
ing unit and client unit can support advisory data in the form 
of a start-up pro?le(s). 

Supported: com.microsoft.Wm.startuppro?le 
Some implementations may alloW the client unit to have 

some interactive ability or algorithmic ability to control the 
sending unit based upon the advisory data. For example, the 
client unit may choose an acceleration rate, and an accelera 
tion interval based upon the advisory data, and request the 
sending unit to stream the media accordingly. In another 
example, the sending unit may determine the acceleration 
rate, but the client unit may be alloWed to request the accel 
eration interval. As Will be described in more detail beloW, at 
any acceleration rate the client unit can calculate hoW long the 
sending unit should accelerate, to avoid additional start-up 
delay due to the full buffer value at the end of the acceleration 
interval. Therefore, upon receiving the advisory data, speci? 
cally the estimated acceleration rate from the sending unit, the 
client unit may calculate and request a corresponding accel 
eration interval. Alternatively, the client unit may calculate 
and request a corresponding acceleration interval before it has 
actually received the advisory data. It may pass this requested 
acceleration interval to the sending unit during the initial 
request to receive the media stream. 

In other implementations, the sending unit makes deci 
sions regarding the media stream Without deference to the 
client unit. In one such implementation, the sending unit 
simply informs the client, in the advisory data, of the esti 
mated acceleration rate and the acceleration interval and 
streams the media. Note that in some netWork topologies the 
acceleration interval is accurately controllable by the sending 
unit Whereas the acceleration rate depends on the character 
istics of the intervening netWork as Well as the rate at Which 
the sending unit is sending. 

If the advisory data contains an estimated acceleration rate 
and resultant estimated buffer duration the method can pro 
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ceed to act 206. Alternatively or additionally, the client unit 
may determine an estimated acceleration rate and/or associ 
ated estimated buffer duration before proceeding to act 206. 
For example, the client unit may estimate the acceleration rate 
of the future stream utilizing packet pair or run time packet 
pair. In another example the client determines the estimated 
rate via a URL modi?er such as “?Wmbitrateqxx”. 

One example for calculating the estimated buffer duration 
can be seen in the folloWing scenario. In this instance the 
acceleration interval is 1.0 seconds, the average presentation 
rate is 1.0 Mbps and the Worst case buffer demand is 2.5 
megabits of data. The estimated acceleration rate is 3 Mbps. 
As such 2.0 megabits of data can be buffered during the 
acceleration interval if playback occurs as soon as streaming 
commences leaving a person to believe that 0.5 megabits 
should be buffered prior to presentation. HoWever, since there 
must be some buffering prior to playback, the client Will not 
experience acceleration for a full 1 second after playback 
starts because part of that acceleration time Will be spent in 
buffering before playback starts. In this particular case if the 
client buffers for 1/2 second it Will acquire 3/2:l.5 Mbits of 
data. Then it plays for 1/2 second during Which time the send 
ing unit is still accelerating at 3 Mbps, but 1 Mbps is con 
sumed by playback, therefore 2 Mbps is available to be buff 
ered. Since this goes on for 1/2 second then l/2><2:l Mbit of 
data is buffered during playback. This results in l.5+l:2.5 
megabits of data in the buffer at the end of the acceleration 
interval, Which is suf?cient to avoid stuttering. The 2.5 mega 
bits that should be buffered is divided into tWo pieces: the 1.5 
Mbits buffered before the presentation starts and the 1.0 
Mbits buffered after the presentation starts. 

Act 206 begins to receive and buffer the multimedia 
stream. The media stream can be received by the client unit 
from the sending unit. Buffering can be started based upon the 
estimated buffer duration described above. 

Act 208 ascertains a measured rate at Which the multimedia 
stream is being received. The client unit may measure the rate 
itself or may ascertain the receiving rate from a third party 
component. The skilled artisan should recogniZe suitable 
methodology for measuring the rate at Which the media 
stream is being received at the client unit. 

Act 210 calculates a duration to buffer the media stream 
based, at least in part, on the measured rate. Hereinafter this 
duration Will be referred to as the measured buffer duration or 
measured duration to distinguish it from the estimated buffer 
duration described above and is not intended to imply that the 
duration is itself measured but rather that the measured buffer 
duration is calculated utiliZing the measured acceleration 
rate. The measured buffer duration can be more accurate than 
the estimated duration, based on the Worst case buffer require 
ments of the entire multimedia content ?le, and can alloW the 
method to reduce the likelihood of stutter While reducing 
start-up time. 

In this example, it may be that the client unit is not actually 
receiving the streaming media at the estimated rate. As a 
result, the estimated buffer duration may actually be too short 
or longer than necessary. As the method approaches the esti 
mated buffer duration, the measured acceleration rate is uti 
liZed by the client unit to recalculate the startup pro?le cal 
culation to see, if in fact, it has buffered long enough at the 
measured acceleration rate to buffer adequate data. 

If the calculation reveals that the client unit has not buff 
ered long enough, then the client unit Will buffer an incre 
mental amount. For example the client unit may choose to 
recheck the buffer calculation When the amount is half the 
difference betWeen the estimated buffer duration and the 
measured buffer duration. The client may Wish to put a mini 
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10 
mum bound on this difference, such as looms to avoid per 
forming the calculation repeatedly in a small time interval. 
When this extra buffer duration is achieved, the client again 
performs the startup pro?le calculation With the current mea 
sured acceleration. Since the acceleration may vary some 
What, it is possible that the value is noW higher and potentially 
the client is able to exit the buffering state at this point. One 
reason for choosing a neW buffering time that is half the 
difference betWeen the old and neW, is to give the client unit 
the opportunity to exit buffering as quickly as possible. 

Exemplary Client Algorithm 

This particular implementation utiliZes the data array of the 
start-up pro?le supplied by the sending unit as described 
above. The startup pro?le data also includes a measure of the 
total amount of presentation time pro?led on the sending unit 
as Well as the maximum difference betWeen the audio and 
video send times, if the audio is sent after the video. The audio 
and video send times are discussed in more detail beloW. 

In this particular instance individual elements of the array 
for each acceleration rate comprise an under?oW byte value, 
the time at Which this under?oW occurs, the acceleration rate 
used in this calculation, and the average bit/byte rate of the ?le 
up to that point. The sending unit’ s start-up pro?le indicates a 
number of extra bytes out in the future (above the average 
streaming rate multiplied by acceleration) that the client 
should have in its buffer at a particular time to avoid under 
?oWing. As stated above, the client unit acquires those extra 
bytes tWo Ways: by initial buffering and by acceleration dur 
ing the streaming time. The client unit calculates hoW long it 
has to buffer initially so that by each under?oW time T, it has 
at least the right number of bytes to avoid an under?oW. 
The data array provides under?oW values Which are tied to 

a speci?c acceleration. Thus, the sending unit is telling the 
client unit the amount of under?oW that Will occur for speci?c 
values of acceleration at some point T in time. It is very 
unlikely that the measured acceleration rate at Which the 
client unit receives the media stream exactly matches the 
sending units’ estimated acceleration. As such, initial buffer 
durations of the data array may result in the client unit buff 
ering too much or too little data. The client recalculates the 
amount of buffer; using its oWn measured acceleration. In this 
particular implementation the client unit then interpolates its 
oWn value for under?oW at the measured acceleration rate that 
it achieves. 

This exemplary client calculation proceeds as folloWs: 
The client estimates the acceleration rate or relies on an 

estimate from the sending unit to determine the estimated 
buffer duration. 
Once the client unit begins to receive the media stream and 

ascertains the measured rate at Which it is receiving the media 
stream it can utiliZe the measured rate to calculate the mea 
sured buffer duration for each of the under?oW/time pairs 
passed to it by the sending unit, using the sending unit’s 
average bit rate of the content. 

In this implementation, the sending unit may have previ 
ously sent in the advisory data a maximum acceleration 
parameter Which tells the client that it Will not send data any 
faster than a particular amount. The client unit utiliZes this 
amount as an upper bound on the acceleration parameter in 
the calculation. Knowing the measured acceleration rate the 
client unit can calculate the number of excess bytes it Will 
have accrued (due to acceleration) by any particular time after 
it starts presenting. 
The client unit then subtracts the calculated bytes from the 

under?oW byte value passed doWn by the sending unit. If 
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there is a positive result then the client unit should buffer long 
enough to accumulate that extra number of bytes. The client 
unit keeps track of the maximum value of the buffer bytes 
using each of the under?oW/ time value pairs from the sending 
unit in its calculation. The client interpolates each under?oW 
value from the sending unit to its oWn measured acceleration 
rate, before using that value in the calculation. Rather than 
keeping track of buffer bytes, the client can equally Well 
perform the calculation in the time space by dividing the byte 
values by the average bit rate value passed doWn from the 
sending unit. Using time rather than bytes might be more 
convenient for some client units that use presentation or send 
time (rather than acquired bytes) as the measure of hoW much 
data they have received, and When to exit buffering and start 
playback. 

In an alternative implementation, the client unit calculates 
the measured buffer duration only for the under?oW/time 
pairs passed to it that most closely matches its measured 
acceleration rather than performing the calculation for all 
under?oW/time pairs. The client unit may also use some other 
subset of the under?oW/time pairs, such as the tWo pairs 
closest to its oWn measured acceleration. 

Additional Factors 

Send Chunk SiZe 
As noted above, streaming media commonly comprises 

grouped packets that are sent at intervals rather than continu 
ously. In recognition of this process, some implementations 
may add an estimate of sending unit bandWidth variation, 
Which is the interval betWeen sends from the sending unit. For 
example, With some sending unit con?gurations, the sending 

unit Will send data in 1 second chunks. On a link that is speed relative to the content, sending data in large chunks 

could cause the client to come out of buffering too early if no 
account is taken of this chunk siZe. 

The reasoning for such occurrences is that folloWing each 
large chunk send there may be a signi?cant period (almost 1 
second) Where no data Will arrive from the sending unit. 
HoWever, in some con?gurations, the client calculation 
assumes that data is arriving linearly at the accelerated rate. If 
it just barely gets enough buffered data to satisfy its buffer 
requirements from the 1 second send, then it Will likely run 
out of data before the next 1 second send occurs, because it is 
assuming that it received data linearly at the average accel 
eration rate. 

To avoid this problem the sending unit can send an indica 
tion of its send chunk siZe to the client unit, and the client unit 
adds this amount to its buffer time. In one such example 
Where the sending unit sends in 150 ms chunks (for 1.2 Mbit 
content). Responsively, the client can add 150-200 ms to its 
startup calculation to avoid this chunk effect. 

Audio Video Separation 
In some implementations the advisory data received at act 

204 may contain information relating to any separation of 
corresponding portions of the audio and video in the media 
stream. In some ?le formats corresponding audio and video 
data may not be sent together. For example, if the video for 
presenting at time 1 second is 1000 bytes into the ?le and the 
audio for the same 1 second presentation time is 2000 bytes 
into the ?le then the client unit has to Wait for the audio before 
presenting this portion of the ?le. This factor may outWeigh 
other fast start-up buffer considerations since it Would be 
undesirable to begin presentation until the client unit has both 
the corresponding audio and video. For example, if the audio 
is three seconds later than the video, the method may Wait for 
that 3 second duration even if it otherWise has enough buffer 
to start playback and avoid stuttering. In one such implemen 
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tation, the sending unit sends this information to the client 
unit as a header. One header for the audio video relationship 
and one for the startup pro?le buffer times for given accel 
eration rates. 

In one such implementation, the sending unit attempts to 
quantify the lateness of the audio With respect to the video by 
looking at the difference in the presentation times of the audio 
and video packets in the ?le. 

In this particular implementation, each time an audio 
packet is encountered, the method calculates the difference 
betWeen the presentation time of the last video packet and the 
audio packet. When this value is positive (video presentation 
time is greater than the audio presentation time) it means that 
the audio data corresponding to this video sample is at some 
point further along in the ?leiat some point in the future and 
the client unit Will have to Wait for that audio to be able to 
synchroniZe audio and video. The method can save the maxi 
mum of the values calculated in the ?rst step, as a Worst case 
measure of hoW far behind the audio is relative to the video. 
The method can then send the maximum value of the audio 
lateness to the client unit. 

This particular implementation can repeat this calculation 
each time it identi?es an audio sample, it can then add the 
difference in send time to the calculated value, since this 
sample Will be sent that amount of time later, contributing 
further to the lateness of the audio. 

In another implementation a video sample is spread across 
several packets With an audio sample interspersed. The cal 
culation can ?nd the last video packet at a given presentation 
time and compare that against the audio presentation time. 

Act 212 initiates presentation of the multimedia based on 
the measured buffer duration. The presentation can be initi 
ated at a reduced time While mitigating and/ or avoiding stutter 
during the presentation. 

Second Exemplary Method and Implementation 

FIG. 3 represents a How diagram of acts in accordance With 
one method for presentation of media obtained from a media 
stream. 

Act 302 measures a rate (measured rate) at Which multi 
media is received at a doWnstream component con?gured to 
present the multimedia. Measuring the rate at Which the mul 
timedia is being received can be achieved utiliZing any suit 
able means. Measuring the receive rate at this relative posi 
tion can reduce discrepancies, such as those caused by 
intervening events or conditions, Which may reduce the accu 
racy of attempting to estimate such a rate farther upstream. 

Act 3 04 determines a duration of time to buffer the received 
media before presentation, at least in part utiliZing the mea 
sured rate. In but one implementation, the method begins 
buffering the streaming media and calculates a duration to 
buffer prior to starting playback based upon the measured 
receive rate. Utilizing the measured rate in the buffer duration 
calculation can result in a reduced start-up time While still 
avoiding stuttering of the presentation. Acts 302 and 304 may 
be repeated multiple times prior to beginning presentation of 
the media to even more precisely determine the buffer dura 
tion. 

Computing Environment 
The one or more embodiments, as described herein, may be 

implemented With numerous other general purpose or special 
purpose computing system environments or con?gurations. 
Examples of Well knoWn computing systems, environments, 
and/ or con?gurations that may be suitable for use include, but 
are not limited to, personal computers, server computers, thin 
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clients, thick clients, hand-held or laptop devices, cell phones, 
multiprocessor systems, microprocessor-based systems, set 
top boxes, programmable consumer electronics, netWork 
PCs, minicomputers, mainframe computers, distributed com 
puting environments that include any of the above systems or 
devices, and the like. 

The one or more implementations, as described herein, 
may also be practiced in distributed computing environments 
Where tasks are performed by remote processing devices that 
are linked through a communications network. In a distrib 
uted computing environment, program modules may be 
located in both local and remote computer storage media 
including memory storage devices. 

The one or more implementations, as described herein, 
may be described in the general context of processor-execut 
able instructions, such as program modules, being executed 
by a processor or a computer. Generally, program modules 
include routines, programs, objects, components, data struc 
tures, etc. that perform particular tasks or implement particu 
lar abstract data types and functions. Typically, the function 
ality of the program modules may be combined or distributed 
as desired in various embodiments. 

CONCLUSION 

The above described implementations alloW a unit con?g 
ured to actually present media content to a user to make the 
?nal determination regarding a duration to buffer a media 
stream before presenting the media to the user. Such a con 
?guration can reduce buffer duration While mitigating and/or 
avoiding stuttering during the presentation. 

Although the inventive concepts are described in language 
speci?c to structural features and/or methodological acts, it is 
to be understood that the inventive concepts described in the 
appended claims are not necessarily limited to the speci?c 
features or acts described. Rather, the speci?c features and 
acts are disclosed as exemplary forms of implementing the 
claimed inventive concepts. 

The invention claimed is: 
1. A computer-readable storage medium having processor 

executable instructions that, When executed by a processor, 
performs a method comprising: 

receiving advisory data relating to a multimedia from an 
upstream component, Wherein the advisory data com 
prises a start-up pro?le With an amount of buffer recom 
mended at one or more points in a presentation of the 
multimedia to avoid an under?oW, Wherein the up stream 
component calculates the amount of buffer recom 
mended based at least in part on the start-up pro?le; 

receiving at a doWnstream component a multimedia stream 
comprising the multimedia from the upstream compo 
nent; 

measuring a rate (a measured rate) at Which the multimedia 
stream is received at the doWnstream component con 
?gured to present the multimedia to a user; 

ascertaining a duration (a measured duration) of time to 
buffer a received multimedia before presentation 
thereof, at least in part utiliZing the measured rate and 
the start-up pro?le, Wherein the doWnstream component 
buffers the multimedia according to the amount of buffer 
recommended While adjusting the amount of buffer as it 
ascertains the measured rate; and 

recalculating the measured duration after the presentation 
is started by utiliZing, at least in part a measure of data 
already buffered and the start-up pro?le. 
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2. A medium as recited in claim 1 further comprising prior 

to said measuring, receiving advisory data that provides a 
cumulative buffer amount for the presentation at an estimated 
acceleration rate. 

3. A medium as recited in claim 2 farther comprising, 
determining an estimated duration to buffer the received mul 
timedia before presentation based, at least in part, on the 
estimated acceleration rate and the cumulative buffer amount. 

4. A medium as recited in claim 1 further comprising prior 
to said measuring, receiving advisory data that provides a data 
array for one or more acceleration rates, and Wherein for 
individual acceleration rates the data array contains a corre 
sponding under?oW byte value, a time in the presentation 
When the under?oW byte value occurs, and an average data 
rate to a given point in the stream. 

5. A medium as recited in claim 4 further comprising, 
determining an estimated duration to buffer the received mul 
timedia before presentation for each of the acceleration rates 
of the data array. 

6. A medium as recited in claim 5, Wherein determining the 
measured duration comprises interpolating the measured rate 
betWeen a higher data array acceleration rate and a loWer data 
array acceleration rate. 

7. A computing device comprising a medium as recited in 
claim 1. 

8. A computer-implemented method having instructions 
stored on a computer-readable storage medium and execut 
able by a processor for facilitating fast start-up of a neW 
multimedia stream associated With a source, the method com 
prising: 

requesting to receive a multimedia stream from the source, 
Wherein the multimedia stream comprises a multimedia; 

receiving advisory data relating to the multimedia stream 
from the source, Wherein the advisory data comprises a 
start-up pro?le With an amount of buffer recommended 
at one or more points in a presentation of the multimedia 
to avoid an under?oW, Wherein the source calculates the 
amount of buffer recommended based at least on the 
start-up pro?le; 

beginning to receive and buffer the multimedia stream 
according to the amount of buffer recommended; 

ascertaining a rate (a measured rate) at Which the multime 
dia stream is being received; 

calculating a duration (a measured duration) to buffer the 
multimedia stream based, at least in part, on the mea 
sured rate and the start-up pro?le, and adjusting the 
amount of buffer as the measured rate is ascertained; 

initiating the presentation of the multimedia based on the 
measured duration; and 

recalculating the measured duration after the presentation 
is initiated by utiliZing at least a measure of data already 
buffered and the start-up pro?le. 

9. A method as recited in claim 8, Wherein said receiving 
comprises receiving advisory data that comprises an esti 
mated buffer duration prior to beginning presentation of the 
multimedia for an estimated acceleration rate at Which an 
upstream component intends to stream the multimedia. 

10. A method as recited in claim 8, Wherein said receiving 
comprises receiving advisory data that comprises a data array 
of acceleration rates, and Wherein individual acceleration 
rates are associated With cumulative buffer amounts for the 
presentation, and Wherein the data array further comprises an 
estimated acceleration rate at Which an up stream component 
intends to stream the multimedia and an acceleration interval 
for Which the upstream component intends to maintain the 
estimated acceleration rate. 
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11. A method as recited in claim 10, further comprising 
prior to the act of beginning, determining, at least in part from 
the advisory data, an estimated buffer duration prior to begin 
ning to present the multimedia for the acceleration rates of the 
data array. 

12. A method as recited in claim 8, Wherein said act of 
receiving comprises receiving advisory data comprising a 
start-up pro?le relating to multiple acceleration rates and 
Wherein said calculating comprises interpolating the mea 
sured rate betWeen a ?rst of the multiple acceleration rates 
having a higher value than the measured rate and a second of 
the multiple acceleration rates having a loWer value than the 
measured rate and selecting the measured duration to satisfy 
both of the ?rst and second acceleration rates. 

13 . A method as recited in claim 8, Wherein said calculating 
comprises calculating a ?rst measured duration and prior to 
reaching the ?rst measured duration ascertaining a second 
subsequent measured rate and calculating a second measured 
duration, and Wherein said initiating is based on said second 
measured duration. 

14. A computing device con?gured to implement a method 
as recited in claim 8. 

15. A computer implemented method having instructions 
stored on a computer-readable medium and executable by a 
processor comprising: 

receiving advisory data relating to a multimedia stream 
from an upstream component, Wherein the advisory data 
comprises a start-up pro?le With an amount of buffer 
recommended at one or more points in a presentation of 
the multimedia stream to avoid an under?oW, Wherein 
the up-stream component calculates the amount of 
buffer recommended based at least on the start-up pro 
?le, Wherein the multimedia stream comprises a multi 
media; 

determining a duration to buffer the multimedia stream on 
a doWnstream component before beginning to present 
the multimedia; 

subsequent to beginning to receive the multimedia stream, 
but prior to beginning to present the multimedia, verify 
ing the duration, Wherein the doWnstream component 
buffers the multimedia stream according to an amount of 
buffer recommended by the up stream component, While 
adjusting the amount of buffer as it determines and veri 
?es the duration to buffer, Wherein the verifying com 
prises measuring a rate (measured rate) at Which the 
multimedia is being received; and 

subsequent to beginning to present the multimedia, recal 
culating the duration after the presentation is initiated by 
utiliZing at least a measure of data already buffered and 
the start-up pro?le. 

16. A method as recited in claim 15, Wherein the act of 
verifying further comprises comparing the measured rate to 
an estimated rate that the multimedia Would be received. 

17. A method as recited in claim 15, Wherein the acts of 
determining and verifying are achieved by a single compo 
nent. 

18. A system comprising: 
a sending unit con?gured to transmit multimedia, Wherein 

the sending unit calculates an amount of buffer recom 
mended based on a start-up pro?le; and, 

a receiving unit con?gured to receive the multimedia and 
advisory data relating to the multimedia, and to present 
the multimedia to a user, Wherein the advisory data 
comprises the start-up pro?le, Wherein the receiving unit 
is further con?gured to ascertain a measured rate at 
Which the receiving unit is receiving the multimedia and 
to calculate a measured duration, based at least in part on 
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the measured rate, to determine hoW long it should 
buffer the multimedia before starting to present the mul 
timedia, Wherein the receiving unit begins to buffer the 
multimedia according to the amount of buffer recom 
mended While adjusting a buffer duration as it ascertains 
and veri?es the measured rate; 

the receiving unit con?gured to recalculate the measured 
duration after/ starting to present the multimedia by uti 
liZing at least a measure of data already buffered and the 
start-up pro?le. 

19. A system as recited in claim 18, Wherein the sending 
unit comprises a server. 

20. A system as recited in claim 18, Wherein the sending 
unit is con?gured to access encoded multimedia and to trans 
mit the encoded multimedia to the receiving unit. 

21. A system as recited in claim 18, Wherein the sending 
unit is con?gured to encode the multimedia prior to transmit 
ting the encoded multimedia to the receiving unit. 

22. A system as recited in claim 18, Wherein the sending 
unit is con?gured to access the multimedia from a live encod 
ing session. 

23. A system as recited in claim 18, Wherein the sending 
unit is con?gured to access the multimedia from a ?le. 

24. A system as recited in claim 18, Wherein the receiving 
unit comprises a personal computer. 

25. A system as recited in claim 18, Wherein the receiving 
unit comprises a set-top box. 

26. A system as recited in claim 18, Wherein the receiving 
unit comprises a cell phone. 

27. A system as recited in claim 18, Wherein the receiving 
unit is con?gured to decode the multimedia received from the 
sending unit. 

28. A system as recited in claim 18, Wherein the sending 
unit is further con?gured to send information regarding buffer 
values associated With presentation of the multimedia. 

29. A system as recited in claim 18, Wherein the sending 
unit is further con?gured to access header information asso 
ciated With a presentation of the multimedia contained in a ?le 
and to send a summary of the information to the receiving 
unit. 

30. A system as recited in claim 29, Wherein the summary 
comprises at least one data array comprising at least one 
acceleration rate and a summarized buffer value associated 
With the presentation of the multimedia. 

31. A system as recited in claim 29, Wherein the summary 
comprises at least one data array comprising one or more of 
an acceleration rate, an associated buffer value associated 
With the presentation of the multimedia, or a time in the 
presentation associated With the buffer value. 

32. A system as recited in claim 18, Wherein the sending 
unit is further con?gured to send an estimated acceleration 
rate at Which it intends to transmit the multimedia and a 
duration Which it plans to transmit at the estimated accelera 
tion rate. 

33. A system as recited in claim 18 further comprising a 
transmission means coupling the sending unit and the receiv 
ing unit and Wherein the transmission means may cause a 
transmission rate from the sending unit to be greater than the 
measured rate at the receiving unit. 

34. A system comprising: 
a doWnstream component con?gured to receive and buffer 

a multimedia stream and to receive a start-up pro?le, and 
after buffering an amount of units of the multimedia to 
begin a presentation of the multimedia for a user; and, 

an upstream component con?gured to access the multime 
dia and stream the multimedia to the doWnstream com 
ponent, and Wherein the up stream component is further 
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con?gured to obtain at least one start-up pro?le relating 
to the multimedia having a recommended amount of 
buffer at one or more points in the presentation of the 
multimedia to mitigate an under?oW condition; 

Wherein the doWnstream component begins to buffer the 
multimedia according to the recommended amount of 
buffer While adjusting the buffer amount as it determines 
a duration to buffer based at least in part on a measure 
ment of a rate at Which the multimedia stream is being 
received at the doWnstream component and the at least 
one start-up pro?le received from the upstream compo 
nent; 

Wherein the doWnstream component ascertains a measured 
rate and calculates a measured duration based at least on 
the measured rate and the start-up pro?le. 

35. A system as recited in claim 34, Wherein the at least one 
start-up pro?le comprises multiple start-up pro?les Which 
relate to potential streaming rates of the multimedia stream. 

36. A system as recited in claim 34, Wherein the upstream 
component compiles the at least one start-up pro?le. 

37. A system as recited in claim 34, Wherein the upstream 
component calculates an estimated buffer time to buffer the 
amount of units, based at least in part on the at least one 
start-up pro?le. 

38. A system as recited in claim 34, Wherein the upstream 
component calculates an estimated buffer time to buffer the 
amount of units, based at least in part on the at least one 
start-up pro?le and Wherein the upstream component passes 
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the estimated buffer time to the doWnstream component 
Which buffers according to the estimated buffer time Without 
further calculation or veri?cation of the estimated buffer time. 

39. A system as recited in claim 34, Wherein the upstream 
component calculates an estimated buffer time to buffer the 
amount of units, based at least in part on the at least one 
start-up pro?le and Wherein the upstream component passes 
the estimated buffer time to the doWnstream component 
Which begins to buffer according to the estimated buffer time 
and prior to beginning the presentation the doWnstream com 
ponent veri?es the estimated buffer time. 

40. A system as recited in claim 34, Wherein the doWn 
stream component calculates an estimated buffer time to 
buffer the amount of units based at least in part on the at least 
one start-up pro?le. 

41. A system as recited in claim 40, Wherein the doWn 
stream component is con?gured to verify the estimated buffer 
time by calculating a second buffer time to buffer the amount 
of units based at least in part on a measured rate at Which the 
doWnstream component is receiving the multimedia stream. 

42. A system as recited in claim 41, Wherein the doWn 
stream component is con?gured to delay beginning the pre 
sentation beyond the second buffer time due to properties of 
the multimedia stream. 

43. A system as recited in claim 42, Wherein the properties 
comprise one or more of send chunk siZe or audio/video 
separation. 


